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Dispersal has been suggested to be challenging, especially for species that

heavily rely on social learning for knowledge acquisition. One of the obstacles

that migrants face is learning how to cope with an unfamiliar, new habitat, which

may involve learning from resident individuals. So far, only very few studies have

looked at social learning in migrants after dispersal. Here we examine how

migrant male orangutans use a behavior called “peering” (an indicator of

observational social learning), to learn from local individuals. In total, we

analyzed 4,009 daily dyadic associations with and without peering events of 77

males of the highly sociable Sumatran orangutans (Pongo abelii) at the Suaq

population and 75 males of the less sociable Bornean orangutans (Pongo

pygmaeus wurmbii) at the Tuanan population, covering a combined study time

of 30 years. Analysis using generalized linear mixed models supported our

prediction that migrant males in Suaq preferentially peered at the local adult

females. However, in Tuanan, migrants peered mostly at other adult males and

local immatures. Migrants’ peering rates were highest shortly after their arrival,

and significantly decreased with increasing time spent in the area. Migrants in

both sites peered significantly more at peering targets’ feeding on food items that

are rarely eaten within the locals’ diet, than at commonly eaten ones and peered

significantly more at skill-intense food items than easy-to-process ones. Further,

migrants interacted significantly more with the peered-at food item after the

peering event, than before, suggesting that they practice the observed behavior.

Our results therefore suggest that migrant males use peering to learn new

ecological knowledge after dispersal (e.g., where and what to feed on), and

continue to learn complex skills even within adulthood, (e.g., how to feed on

skill-intense food items). To do so, migrants selectively attend to the most

knowledgeable and/or available individuals, practice the new skill afterwards
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and even flexibly adjust their learning, e.g., when confronted with intolerant

locals or when the need for learning decreases. Together, our study provides

important evidence that social learning in great apes expands towards adulthood,

an ability which critically impacted also human evolution.
KEYWORDS

observational social learning, peering, eavesdropping, dispersal, migrant male
orangutans, skill learning in adults, social tolerance
1 Introduction

Social learning refers to learning that is influenced by the

observation of, or by associating and interacting with another

individual or its products (Heyes, 1994; Heyes, 2012). Through

social learning, individuals can avoid risks and costs of own

exploration (Lorenz et al., 2011), acquire knowledge faster

(Custance et al., 2002; van Schaik and Burkart, 2011) and benefit

from the “wisdom of the crowd” (Toyokawa et al., 2019).

Accordingly, social learning is a well-documented learning mode

in a variety of taxa, ranging from invertebrate (Grüter and

Leadbeater, 2014) to vertebrate species (Ferrari et al., 2007;

Wilkinson et al., 2010; Aplin et al., 2015; Sasaki and Biro, 2017)

and is especially prevalent in humans and non-human primate

species (Whiten et al., 1999; van Schaik et al., 2003; Gariépy et al.,

2014). Social learning is also the prerequisite for the emergence of

traditions and cultures (Whiten et al., 1999; van Schaik, 2010).

Wild great apes are known to heavily rely on social learning for

skill acquisition and live highly cultural lives, with chimpanzees and

orangutans known to have the most sophisticated and diverse non-

human cultures in nature (Whiten et al., 1999; van Schaik et al.,

2003). Extensive research on wild primates suggests that the social

learning strategies during lifetime development follow a three-phase

model: in the first phase, infants benefit from extensive vertical

learning from the primary care giver, usually their own mother

(Lehmann et al., 2013; Whiten and van de Waal, 2018). This is then

followed by a second phase, where juveniles gradually learn

obliquely from a wider array of group members with increasing

age (Whiten and van de Waal, 2018; Ehmann et al., 2021). A third

phase of potential horizontal social learning would take place when

individuals reach sexual maturity and disperse to new areas, where

they encounter new and unfamiliar ecological and social

circumstances (see below). Mathematical models support these

shifts in role model choice (who to learn from) and they suggest

that during these three phases also the context and content of social

learning flexibly shifts, according to the requirements of the

respective life stage the individual is situated in (Lehmann

et al., 2013).

The context of social learning greatly depends on the

knowledge, or the deficit thereof, of the learner which can vary

considerably depending on an individual’s age and experience.

Potential social learning contexts are foraging, mating, or

migration (Brown and Laland, 2003). One pathway during
02
context learning is to adopt a behavior of a conspecific, when e.g.

being uncertain or when the own established behavior is

unproductive (Laland, 2004), with an information flow going

from an expert to the naïve or not knowledgeable individual,

independent of learners’ age classes (Henrich and McElreath,

2003). In terms of the content of social learning, skills such as

“knowing how” are dominantly shared between parents and

offspring, whereas information about the current state of the

environment or conspecifics (“knowing where”, or “knowing

who”), as well declarative knowledge (“knowing that”, van Schaik,

2010) is shared among adults. However, it needs to be kept in mind

that individuals must balance the costs and benefits of social

learning. Costs can include attending to outdated information or

when competing over resources with non-related conspecifics,

which are reluctant to share information (Emery and Clayton,

2001; Clayton et al., 2007; Bugnyar et al., 2016).

Through these shifts in role model selection, context and contents

of social learning, individuals can build up and refine their repertoires

on which they will rely during adulthood (Lehmann et al., 2013). This

implies that by the time individuals reach adulthood, all necessary skills

and knowledge are present, representing accumulated knowledge

between and within generations (Schuppli and van Schaik, 2019). It

also implies that most social learners are young, and that the frequency

of social learning decreases significantly with increasing age (Schuppli

et al., 2016c). However, these theoretical models only apply, when the

ontogeny follows a linear development within a stable environment

and they do not consider the occurrence of dramatic changes in social

and environmental conditions. Natal dispersal, i.e. when individuals

permanently depart from their natal area, might be a disruptive phase,

where individuals cannot rely on information already collected, but

must – in extreme cases – start all over, learning about a new ecological

and social niche. Social learning may be one way of coping with such

sudden changes (Whiten, 2017; Gruber et al., 2019; Whiten, 2021). So

far it has not been systematically studied how adult migrant primates

make use of observational forms of social learning, to potentially

expand and update their repertoire after dispersal for optimal

resource exploitation.

Many primate species show sex-biased natal dispersal, which

takes place when individuals reach sexual maturity (Cheney and

Seyfarth, 1983; van Noordwijk and van Schaik, 1985; Suzuki et al.,

1998; Pusey, 2004). The evolution of sex-biased dispersal is a result

of the species’ experienced trade-off between the costs of staying e.g.

risk of inbreeding and resource competition and the benefits of
frontiersin.org
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staying in known areas with supportive relatives (Pusey and Packer,

1987; Silk and Brown, 2004; Widdig et al., 2017). Dispersing

individuals, on the other hand, face energetic, time, and

opportunity costs (Ferreras et al., 2004; Bonte et al., 2012); as well

as an increased risk of mortality due to predation (Cheney and

Seyfarth, 1983) and starvation (Dittus, 1977). Individuals that leave

their natal area when reaching sexual maturity and disperse, might

experience high levels of aggression from hostile residents after

arrival, whether the species exhibits male or female dispersal (van

Noordwijk and van Schaik, 1985; Suzuki et al., 1998; Kahlenberg

et al., 2008). In addition, migrants may lack relevant ecological

knowledge in their new habitat, which is likely to be especially true

for long distance dispersers (Isbell and Vuren, 1996).

Systematic research on how social learning is used to cope with

challenges of dispersal under natural conditions and how learning

changes over extended periods of time is so far missing. However,

experimental studies in wild vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus

pygerythrus) found that migrants selectively learn from philopatric

females about how to open an “artificial fruit” (van de Waal et al.,

2010) or a foraging box (Bono et al., 2018) and would even abandon

learned food preferences in favor of the local norm (van de Waal

et al., 2013). Luncz and Boesch (2014) reported that one migrant

female chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) progressively changed her own

socially learned nut-cracking technique after immigrating to a new

group where individuals show a different technique. Other studies

also reported how migrants would adapt in different aspects of the

social domain in different primates (Pan troglodytes, Nakamura and

Uehara, 2004; Papio anubis, Sapolsky and Share, 2004). Furthermore,

there is evidence for social learning in the social context in that

migrants and locals adapt to strong intergroup aggression in

chimpanzees (Wrangham and Glowacki, 2012; Wilson et al., 2014)

or to highly affiliative behaviors in bonobos (Pan paniscus, Sakamaki

et al., 2015; Fruth and Hohmann, 2018). However, unlike in

orangutans (see below), these species live in social groups where

migrants are expected to experience a certain degree of conformity in

the form of peer or group pressure, which likely influences the

migrants’ social learning to manage social relationships, maybe in

addition to learning the local ecology.
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Orangutans are especially suited to investigate social learning

because of their slow development (Wich et al., 2004; van

Noordwijk et al., 2018) which provides growing individuals with

plenty of opportunities of social learning from mothers and others

(Schuppli et al., 2016a; Ehmann et al., 2021). Wild orangutans have

been shown to be highly neophobic (Forss et al., 2017), likely to

avoid risks and costs of individual exploration (Forss et al., 2015).

Despite their strong novelty avoidance, wild orangutans live in skill-

intense feeding niches and rely on broad and difficult-to-acquire

skill repertoires (Marshall et al., 2009; Schuppli et al., 2016b).

Immature orangutans have to learn more than 200 different food

items and skill intense foraging techniques, a process which takes

around 12 years (Jaeggi et al., 2010; Schuppli et al., 2016a), while

items and techniques that are rare or difficult require the highest

learning effort (Schuppli et al., 2016c). During this time, immature

orangutans also gain increasing independence from their mothers

as evident in a decrease in time spent in physical contact, as well as

behavioral changes (van Noordwijk and van Schaik, 2005; van

Noordwijk et al., 2009; Mendonça et al., 2017). Results by

Schuppli et al. (2016a) suggest that virtually all learning in

immature orangutans happens via observational social learning in

the form of peering, first from their mothers and with increasing age

from other individuals (Schuppli et al., 2016c; Schuppli and van

Schaik, 2019). In addition, with increasing independence from the

mother, immature orangutans show sex-specific interest in their

peering behavior towards specific classes of adult role models,

presumably in preparation for their later dispersal patterns and

adult role (Ehmann et al., 2021).

Peering is the attentive close range watching of an individual

(hereafter “peering target”) with such avid attention and physical

closeness, that it allows the peerer to witness the details of the

peering targets activity (Figure 1, see full definition Table 1 in

methods). Peering has been established as a measure of social

learning in the wild: e.g. immature chimpanzees (Matsuzawa

et al., 2001; Lonsdorf et al., 2004), immature capuchin monkeys

(Cebus apella, Ottoni et al., 2005) adult bonobos (Idani, 1995; Péter

et al., 2022), and in Sumatran (Pongo abelii) and Bornean orangutan

immatures (Pongo pygmaeus wurmbii, Schuppli et al., 2016a;
FIGURE 1

Migrant orangutan male (on the right side) peering at an adult local female (on the left side), feeding on termites within a dead branch, species
Pongo abelii. Photo courtesy SUAQ Project, www.suaq.org.
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Ehmann et al., 2021), as well as in captivity: e.g. in adult Sumatran

and Bornean orangutans (Stoinski and Whiten, 2003; Dindo et al.,

2011), adult bonobos (Stevens et al., 2005) and adult chimpanzees

(Yamanashi et al., 2020).

Sumatran orangutans live in individual based fission fusion

systems (van Schaik, 1999), but are highly sociable, whereas

Bornean orangutans are less sociable, spending most of their time

alone (van Noordwijk et al., 2012). The differences in sociability are

linked to differences in food availability on the two islands. Sumatra

tends to have higher forest productivity (Wich et al., 2011), which

has likely led to the higher evolved levels of sociability and tolerance

due to reduced competition over resources (Knott et al., 2008; Knott

et al., 2010; Schuppli et al., 2017). However, in both species males

disperse at the onset of reaching maturity, while females are the

philopatric sex and settle close to their natal area (Arora et al., 2012;

Nietlisbach et al., 2012; van Noordwijk et al., 2012). By the time

males disperse for the first time, they are still in a state named

“unflanged” which resemble the female appearance (Morrogh-

Bernard et al., 2011). Most males later go through a secondary

growth spurt and develop into so called “flanged” males with

secondary sexual characteristics, including cheek pads (Utami

Atmoko et al., 2002; Dunkel et al., 2013). Flanged and unflanged

males may eventually settle and become residents, or remain

transient and move between areas (Delgado and van Schaik,

2000). Although it is not exactly known where they disperse to,

studies showed that males travel over long distances and even cross

physical barriers such as rivers and mountains (Nietlisbach et al.,

2012; Nater et al., 2013). Additionally, males are known to have

large overlapping home ranges (van Schaik, 1999; Singleton and van

Schaik, 2001). Due to their long-distance dispersal, migrants are

expected to possess different knowledge compared to the local

resident females (Schuppli and van Schaik, 2019). Since

differences in socially learned skills are even visible between

individuals living in the same study area (Jaeggi et al., 2010) and

in close communities with similar habitats (Bastian et al., 2010),

males that have recently arrived are expected to lack knowledge on

the local area, in contrast to males who have already spent more

time in the area or resident females. Accordingly, (Schuppli and van

Schaik, 2019) showed that local adult females hardly peer at all.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether migrant male

orangutans use peering as means to socially learn about the local

ecology of their new habitat after dispersal. To do so, we investigate
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the peering content, peering target choice, and effects of arrival time

on males’ peering frequencies. Specifically, we will test the

following predictions:
1. Peering in the feeding context: If males peer to learn about

the local ecology then they should mostly peer at

orangutans feeding on food items which are rare, because

those items are less likely to be known to the males. We do

not expect an effect of the processing intensity (i.e.,

complexity) of the food item on peering rates, because

adult migrant males should be familiar with many different

processing techniques, including complex ones (prediction

1a). Furthermore, we predict a significant increase in

practice rates of the peered-at behavior after a peering

event (prediction 1b).

2. Peering target choice: If peering is used to learn about the

local ecology, then it should be directed at role models

which are most knowledgeable of the local ecology. Female

orangutans spend their lives in their natal area, therefore

females likely have the highest knowledge of their home

range. Consequently, we predict that males peer at adult

females more often than at any other age-sex class

(prediction 2).

3. Peering over time: With increasing time spent in the area,

males should gain more knowledge about its ecology and

thus, the need to learn should decrease. Accordingly, we

predict that peering rates will decrease with increasing time

spent in the study area (prediction 3).
2 Methods

2.1 Data collection and study animals

The data for this study were collected from 2003 to 2018 on the

population of Bornean orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus wurmbii) at

the Tuanan research station, in Central Kalimantan, Borneo,

Indonesia, and from 2007 to 2020 on the Sumatran Orangutan

population (Pongo abelii) at the Suaq Balimbing Research Station,

in South Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia. At both sites, data were

collected during nest to nest follows of focal individuals, following
TABLE 1 Definitions of the focal behaviors used as a measure of observational social learning and practice behavior, changed after Schuppli et al.
(2016c).

Behavior Definition

Peering The peerer is directly looking at the action of another individual (peering target), sustained over at least 5 seconds, and at close enough range that enables
the peering individual to observe the details of the action (within 2 meters in the feeding- and within 5 meters in the nest-building context). The peering
individual faces the peering target and shows signs of following the actions of the peering target by head movements, which indicates attentive interest in
the action of the target.

Peering-
practice-
behavior

The peerer interacts with the peered-at item before or after a peering event, which can include the manipulation, handling and feeding on the peered-at
item.

Interaction
rate

Interaction rate is defined as the number of interactions the peerer has with the peered-at item, controlled for the time the peerer spent in a given food
patch in which the peering occurred (i.e., feeding locations in trees of the same species that are less than 10 meters apart). The interaction rate is
categorized as “before” (time between patch entry and the peering event) and “after” the peering event (time between peering event and patch exit).
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a standardized behavioral observation protocol and using

instantaneous scan sampling at two-minute intervals (see protocol

here http://www.aim.uzh.ch/de/orangutannetwork.html). A total of

157 observers contributed to data collection. All of these observers

had passed through an extensive training period and achieved at

least an 85% level of agreement with experienced observers. As part

of the scan sampling, the activity of the focal animal as well as the

distances to all other individuals in association with the focal

individual (see below) were noted at two-minute intervals.

Whenever the focal individual was feeding, the details were noted

(see below). Additionally, behaviors of special interest to the

objectives of the ongoing research at the sites, including all social

interactions, were recorded at an all occurrence basis and described

in detail. At both sites, all occurrence data on peering behavior (see

Table 1 for definitions) were collected. For each peering event, the

identities of the peerer and peering target as well as the duration of

the peering event were noted. Whenever possible, the reactions of

the peerer and the peering target were described in detail. This

included who approached to peering distance, as well as who ended

the peering event and how this was achieved (see Figures S4–S6 in

Supplement A). The peered-at activities of the peering targets were

divided into four categories: social, nesting, feeding and other

behaviors (i.e. included activities like moving, resting, defecating,

etc.). Following (Schuppli et al., 2016c), we defined nest peering

distance as ranging from 0 to 5 meters between the peerer and the

peering target(s) whereas for all other contexts (including feeding

context) peering distance was defined as ranging from 0 to 2 meters.

For peering in the feeding context, the species of the consumed

food item were noted, as well as the parts eaten by the individual

(i.e., leaves, flowers, fruits, bark, pith, vegetative matter, but also

insects and their products). Throughout this study, we refer to the

combination of species name and the part eaten, as a “food item”

(Bastian et al., 2010). Food items that were not recognized during a

follow were photographed for later identification, consulting

experienced staff members or the project’s extensive botanical

record. In total, we had ~28,000 hours of feeding data, and a total

of ~42,000 male focal follow hours available (Supplement A, Table

S1). The feeding data was used to create frequency scores for food

item combinations for both sites separately, by ranking each food

item combination according to the time it had been eaten by the

local females and their independent offspring. The frequency of

particular food items being eaten varied greatly; from 2 minutes to

2500 hours throughout the record of feeding events in the

populations. To control for the influence of temporal variation in

food availability on social learning at both sites, we used the fruit

availability index (FAI), calculated each month as the percentage of

fruiting trees in established phenology plots (Marshall et al., 2009;

Vogel et al., 2015).

We defined a daily dyadic association as a focal male spending

time with another individual of any age-sex class, within 50 meters.

Every encountered orangutan, either as an association partner of

the focal (henceforth called “association member”) during a focal

follow or during opportunistic encounters, was identified and

recorded on a daily basis. We distinguished between four

categories of association members: adult females, immatures,

unflanged males and flanged males. All adult male orangutans,
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
including 88 unflanged and 64 flanged males, were classified as

adult migrants due to the species’ male-based dispersal. For each

male, we estimated their arrival date in the study area based on the

date he was first encountered by the research teams. We also

computed a continuous record of the number of months they

were encountered in the study area which represents the absolute

minimum number of months they had spent in the study area (see

Figure S3 in Supplement A). As locals we considered all adult

females with their immature offspring, who had not reached sexual

maturity (usually at 12–15 years of age, van Noordwijk et al., 2018).

In total, we included 49 adult females and their 80 immature

offspring from both sites into the analysis as association

members. Since no peering was directed at flanged males, we

excluded them as peering targets from the analysis.

In total, we compiled 4009 daily dyadic associations, with a total

of 207 daily dyadic associations with 534 peering events and 3919

daily dyadic associations without peering events, of a total of 1350

dyads from both sites (see data overview in Supplement A, Table

S1). To account for different durations of peering events, they were

weighted according to their duration, e.g., a peering event with a

duration of minimum of 5 to 120 seconds got a peer count of 1,

from 120 to 240 seconds got a peer count of 2 and so on

(Supplement A, Table S2). Since data availability differed for each

prediction tested, the sample size varies across the different models

(see Supplement A, Table S3) for amount of data used per model.
2.2 Data analysis, data sets and
model structures

2.2.1 Peering in the feeding context
To test the effects of food item frequency and processing

intensity on peering (prediction 1a), we calculated the number of

peering events the migrants directed at peering targets feeding on

different food items. To assess the level of manual and oral

processing steps needed to consume each item (i.e. food item

processing intensity), each food item was classified by the number

of steps needed to process it before ingestion. Processing steps range

from 0 (e.g., pick and eat a leaf) up to 5, which represent the most

sophisticated form of food processing skills including tool use,

which is regularly seen only in the Suaq population (Meulman

and van Schaik, 2013; Schuppli et al., 2016c, see Supplement A,

Table S4). This analysis explored patterns within male peering

behavior and thus only considered days where actual peering

occurred. To control for varying opportunities to peer at different

food items, we included the time each food item was eaten by the

peering targets while being in association with the peerer. In total,

we analyzed 789 daily dyadic events with a migrant peerer

associating with another orangutan of any age-sex class in 74

dyads. The structure of model 1a included the males’ peering

count as response variable and the time the peering target had

spent feeding on the respective food item per day as an offset term.

Food item frequency and processing intensity were included as

predictors and FAI as control variable. Additionally, we included

date, food items and dyad as random effects and random slopes of

dyad over FAI and processing intensity into the model.
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To test if males practice what they peered at (prediction 1b),

controlled for the time the peerer spent in a given food patch with a

peering target, we calculated the migrants’ interaction rate with the

peered-at item, before and after the peering event (see Table 1. for

definitions). For this question only data from the Suaq population

were available, since patch entry and exit times were not

systematically recorded in Tuanan. In total, we here analyzed 126

dyadic events with a migrant peerer associating with another

orangutan of any age-sex class of 15 different dyads, including 12

migrant males. Model 1b included the males’ number of

interactions with the food item before and after peering as

response variable, and the time the peerer spent in the given food

patch per dyad as an offset term. We included the condition (before

and after the peering event) as a categorical predictor and FAI as

control variable. Additionally, we controlled for the dyad and date

by including them as random effects.
2.2.2 Role model choice
To test if males learn about the local ecology by peering most at

local philopatric females, who are expected to possess the most

knowledge on the area (prediction 2), we used the full record of

dyadic associations between migrants and individuals of the

different age-sex classes during our study period. For each male,

we calculated the number of peering events directed at each dyadic

association partner, controlled for the time they had spent in

association (i.e., between 0 and 50 meters) during a particular

three-month period (hereafter “quarterly peering count”). This

included all daily dyadic associations migrants spent in

association with orangutans of the different age-sex classes, i.e.

days with both peering absent and present. We here used 2,426 daily

dyadic events with a migrant peerer associating with other party

members of any age-sex class (1350 dyads). Model 2 included the

males’ quarterly peering count as response variable and the time in

association with the dyad partner per day as an offset term. In this

model, we included an interaction between the peering targets’ age-

sex class and the site due to the expected differences in social

tolerance of individuals of different age-sex classes. Additionally, we

controlled for male ID, dyad and year by entering them as random

effects into the model.
2.2.3 Peering over time
To test if male peering decreases with increasing time spent in

the area due to their increase in local knowledge (prediction 3), we

included the males’ quarterly peering count as response variable

and the time in association with the dyad partner per day as an

offset term. We then linked this data with the number of months the

migrant peerer had been recorded to be present in the area, and

controlled for the respective FAI value at the specific association

date. Since in 3,919 out of all 4,009 total dyadic observations (97%,

Supplement A, Figure S1) the males’ peering count was zero, we

here present a model excluding all dyadic associations without

peering. Therefore, we only explored patterns within male peering
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in this analysis. Model 3 included the time a migrant had spent in

the area (in months) as a continuous predictor and the FAI as

continuous control variable. We further controlled for the site,

dyad, year and ID by including them as random effects.

Additionally, we included random slopes of ID, dyad and year

over FAI and the continuous predictor present month in area. In

total, we analyzed 149 daily dyadic events with a migrant peerer

associating and peering at another party member of the different

age-sex classes, summed up quarterly.
2.3 Statistical analyses

All analyses and graphs were done in R, version 4.2.0 (R Core

Team, 2023). We used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs)

with a negative binomial family distribution (model 1a, 2) or a

Poisson family distribution (model 1b, 3) as implemented in the

glmmTMB package (Brooks et al., 2017). Throughout all analyses, the

fruit availability index (FAI), food items frequency and processing

intensity were z-standardized across sites. We ran full-null model

comparison using likelihood ratio tests (LRT) by using the “anova”

function, with the null model containing the random effects and the

control variables only (Fox and Weisberg, 2019). If the comparison

revealed that the full model fitted the data significantly better than the

null model, we assessed the effect of each predictor in the full model

using the “drop1” function of VGAMpackage (Yee, 2020). In the case

that the GLMM included categorical predictors, post-hoc tests were

done using Tukey pairwise comparisons implemented in the

emmeans package (Searle et al., 1980). Furthermore, all models

were tested for overdispersion (Mundry, 2022) and zero-inflation

using the DHARMa package (Hartig, 2022). Random slopes were

included in model 1a) and 3) and excluded from all other models to

achieve model convergence, see Supplement B for random effects and

random slopes output for eachmodel. The dispersion parameter of all

models ranged from 0.56 to 1.11, the zero-inflation ratio of observed

to predicted zeros from 0.98 to 1.07 suggesting no critical cases. We

assessed the overall fit of the models by calculating the conditional

pseudo delta R2 using the MuMln package (Nakagawa et al., 2017;

Bartoń, 2023). We validated the models’ stability using influence

diagnostics of the “glmmTMB_stability” function following

(Mundry, 2022), which compares model estimates from the full

dataset with those that were extracted from the data excluding

cases (individuals and dyads) one at a time. We detected no

influential cases, since the direction of the effects were consistent in

all models (Supplement B, detailed model output). Additionally, all

models were checked visually to assess whether they fulfil the model

assumptions (Harrell, 2015). Using the vif() function from the car

package (Fox and Weisberg, 2019), we further detected no effect of

multicollinearity among the fixed effects in any model, with the

variance inflation factors ranging from 1.00 to 2.39. Alpha level

throughout all tests was set on p = 0.05 with significant values marked

with bold fond. Trends were interpreted for p values ranging between

> 0.05 and 0.08 marked with bold fond and a dot.
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3 Results

Descriptively, we found that in absolute numbers, most

(67.84%) of the peering events by male migrants happened in the

feeding context (Supplement A, Figure S2; Table S6). When

analyzing the males’ peering behavior in the feeding context in

more detail, we found several lines of evidence that migrant

orangutan males use peering to learn about local food items

(prediction 1a).
1a Peering in the feeding context: food
item frequency and processing intensity

The full-null model comparison revealed that the set of

predictor variables used had a significant influence on the

migrants’ peering rates (full-null model comparison, LRT:

X2 = 19.62, df = 4, P < 0.001). Specifically, the full model revealed

that the food item processing intensity had a significant positive

effect on migrants’ peering rates, with migrants peering significantly

more at skill-intense food items, than at easy-to-process ones

(Table 2; Figure 2). Furthermore, food item frequency had a

significant negative effect on peering rates, i.e., migrants peered

significantly more at rare food items than at common ones

(Table 2; Figure 3).
1b Peering practice behavior

The full-null model comparison revealed that the predictor

variable used had a significant influence on the migrants’

interaction rate with the peered-at item (full-null model

comparison, LRT: X2 = 951.403, df = 1, P < 0.001). The full

model showed that migrants interact significantly more with the

peered-at item after the peering event than before the peering event

(Table 3; Figure 4).
2 Role model choice

The full-null model comparison revealed that the predictor

variable used had a significant influence on the migrants’ peering

rates (full-null model comparison, LRT: X2 = 49.57, df = 5, P <
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0.001). The full model revealed a significant interaction between the

age-sex class of the role model and study site (LRT: X2 = 15.02, df =

2, P < 0.001, Table 4; Figure 5). The interaction showed that

migrants of the more sociable population Suaq peered

significantly more at adult females and local immatures,

compared to Tuanan, the less sociable population. Specifically, the

post-hoc test showed that migrants in Suaq peered most frequently

at local adult females, followed by unflanged males and local

immatures (Supplement A, Table S5; Figure 5). In contrast,

migrants in Tuanan peered most often at unflanged males,

followed by local immatures and the least at local adult females

(Supplement A, Table S5; Figure 5). At both sites, no peering was

directed at flanged males.
3 Peering over time

The full-null model comparison revealed that the predictor

variable used had a significant influence on the migrants’ peering

rates (full-null model comparison, LRT: X2 = 12.94, df = 2, P <

0.001). In more detail, migrants’ peering rates decreased

significant ly with increas ing t ime spent in the area

(Table 5; Figure 6).
4 Discussion

Our study investigated whether migrant male orangutans use

peering behavior to socially learn about the food items in their new

habitat after dispersal. Therefore, we examined the content of

migrants’ peering behavior, their role model choice and

subsequent practice of the learned behavior in two different

orangutan populations using data collected over 30 study years.

Further, we analyzed how the migrants’ peering rates would change

with increasing time spent in the area. We found several lines of

evidence that male migrant orangutans indeed use peering behavior

as an observational form of social learning and utilize it in a flexible

and selective manner. The results suggest that migrant males use

peering to acquire new ecological information after dispersal,

including where and what to feed on (on rare and common

items) and continue to learn complex skills even within

adulthood (like how to feed on skill-intense food items). To do

so, migrants selectively attend to the most knowledgeable and/or
TABLE 2 The effect of the food items’ frequency and processing intensity on the migrants’ peering behavior analyzed using a GLMM with a negative
binomial family distribution.

Factor Factor type Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI c² df P

Intercept Intercept −0.04 0.2 −0.5 0.31 – – 0.85

Frequency Predictor −0.38 0.19 −0.76 −0.04 3.521 1 0.047

Proc. Intensity Predictor 0.38 0.16 0.15 0.6 10.368 1 < 0.001

FAI Control 0.13 0.2 −0.29 0.51 0.063 1 0.518

Site (Tuanan) Control −0.72 0.35 −1.53 −0.06 3.574 1 0.043
front
Shown are the model estimates, with standard errors (SE), lower and upper confidence intervals (CI), Chi-square of predictors (c²) and degrees of freedom (df). Analysis is based on N = 789 daily
dyadic observations of migrants peering at peering targets feeding on different food items, on days where peering occurred. The conditional pseudo delta R2 for this model was 0.36.
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available individuals of the study areas, subsequently practice the

new skill, and flexibly adjust their learning, e.g. when confronted

with intolerant locals or when the need for learning decreases.

Crucially, we found these effects in two orangutan species which

show differences in their levels of sociability and tolerance
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originating from differences in food availability between Borneo

and Sumatra (Wich et al., 2011).
4.1 Peering contexts and food peering

In line with our predictions we found several lines of evidence

that migrant orangutan males use peering to learn about local food

items (prediction 1a). Descriptively, we found that the majority of

the migrants peering events happened in the feeding domain. First,

and against our initial prediction, we found that migrants’ peering

increases with increasing processing intensity of a food item. The

highest levels of peering were shown at peering targets engaging in

the most skill-intense forms of food processing skills, including tool

use. It is generally assumed that in non-human primates skill

learning (knowing how) is completed by the end of the

developmental period (van Schaik, 2010; Schuppli et al., 2016a).

In immature orangutans, adult levels of easy feeding techniques are

achieved shortly after weaning, whereas the more skill intense

techniques of food consumption need more time, but seem to be

mostly in place before reaching adulthood (i.e., age at first

reproduction) and thus before dispersal (Schuppli et al., 2016a).

Furthermore, findings on humans suggest that adults are able to

transfer existing skill and knowledge to solve new problems

(Nisbett, 2009; van Schaik and Burkart, 2011). Our results

however indicate that orangutan male migrants are lacking

knowledge on local food items in the study areas and use peering

to learn how to consume the easy-to-process, but especially the

skill-intense local foods.

Second, we found that migrants’ peering significantly

increases with increasing rarity of the respective food item in

the locals’ overall diet. This result is in line with our prediction,

that migrants use peering to learn what they can eat in their new

habitat, as well as where and when to find it. Similar findings have

been reported in immature orangutans (Schuppli et al., 2016c) and

in wild capuchin monkeys, were individuals were found to pay

more attention to foods, that are rare in their diet and that are

difficult to process (Perry and Jimenez, 2006). It is known that

with increasing geographic distance the similarities in habitat

ecology, composition and culture decreases, which increases the

likelihood that the migrants which are known to disperse over

long distances might not know especially the rare local food items

(van Schaik et al., 2003; Russon et al., 2009; Krützen et al., 2011).

However, it is not known, if items that are commonly eaten at

Suaq and Tuanan, are commonly available items in other areas.

Furthermore, food species might be commonly eaten locally but

still rarely eaten in other areas, due to diet preferences (Bastian

et al., 2010). Therefore, to fully test our prediction we would have

to gain knowledge about food item availability in the males’

natal populations.

Third, we found evidence that migrant males’ practice what

they have learned, e.g. by interacting more frequently with the

peered-at item after the peering event than before (prediction 1b).

Similar selective explorative behavior has been studied in immature

orangutans suggesting that peering was followed by increased rates

of practice behaviors with the peered-at items (Schuppli et al.,
FIGURE 2

Migrants peering rates at food items with increasing food item
processing intensity, ranging from 0 of being very easy to process,
to 5 of being very skill-intense to process, controlled for the time in
hours the peering target fed on the item. Each dot represents the
average rate per individual male per complexity level and food item
combination. The mean peering rate over all males is shown as a
dotted line, the median is indicated by the horizontal line, the upper
and lower quartile are depicted by the box and the minimum and
maximum values are shown by the whiskers.
FIGURE 3

Migrants peering rates at different food items, depending on the
items frequency in the local females’ and their independent
offspring’s diet, ranging from being very rare (−0.5) to very common
(1.0) controlled for the time the peering target fed on the respective
food item. Each dot represents the average rate per individual male
per food item combination. The dashed line depicts the fitted
model, with its confidence limits for the predictors as dotted lines.
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2016c). Future studies should identify whether the learned and

practiced knowledge is actually used in the migrants daily lives, and

whether they also apply this knowledge when being alone without

a demonstrator.
4.2 Peering target choice

In line with prediction 2, that migrants should preferably learn

from those role models that have most knowledge of the local area,

we found that in the highly sociable population of Suaq, migrants

showed the highest peering rates at local philopatric females,

followed by peering at local immatures and other adult unflanged

males. Similar findings have been reported in wild male migrant

vervet monkeys, that selectively learned from the philopatric

females about how to open an “artificial fruit” (van de Waal et al.,

2010). However, in the less sociable population of Tuanan, we

found the opposite in the migrants’ role model choice, as they

showed the highest peering rates at adult unflanged males, followed

by peering at local immatures and the least at philopatric females.

Tuanan migrant males may not have many opportunities to peer at
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local females because females avoid long associations with males,

(Kunz et al., 2021), and thus eventually also close proximity or

feeding close to males.

In Suaq and Tuanan, males overall initiate and maintain

associations with females more frequently than the females

themselves. However, only in Tuanan, the Bornean population

with the less productive habitat, prolonged associations with

males led to an increase in fecal cortisol metabolite levels in

females, suggesting that associations are stressful and costly for

the females (Kunz et al., 2021). Accordingly, in Tuanan, females are

also avoidant of unrelated females (van Noordwijk et al., 2012).

These findings are thought to stand in direct connection with the

less productive habitat in Borneo that causes increased levels of

resource competition (Rijksen, 1978; van Schaik, 1999; Kunz et al.,

2021). This argumentation is further supported by a study on the

Tuanan orangutans showing that philopatric females will decrease

their low level of gregariousness and social tolerance even more,

when confronted with increased levels of competition due to the

long-term effects of human-induced fires (Ashbury et al., 2022).

Social intolerance towards migrants in such cases therefore most

likely does not originate from strong social peer pressure
FIGURE 5

Migrants peering rates at specific peering target classes, controlled
for the time in association. Each dot represents an average rate per
individual male per peering target class, with the mean peering rate
overall all males as a dotted black. The median is indicated by the
horizontal line, the upper and lower quartile are depicted by the box
and the minimum and maximum values are shown by the whiskers.
TABLE 3 Results of the GLMM with a Poisson family distribution of the migrants’ interaction rate with the food item before and after the peering
event (condition) for the Suaq population only.

Factor Factor type Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI c² df P

Intercept Intercept −20.18 14.63 −56.51 2.59 – – 0.168

Condition (Before) Predictor −4.39 0.11 7.34 7.79 951.4 1 < 0.001

FAI Control 0.41 1.18 −3.14 4.87 0.12 1 0.73
front
Shown are the model estimates, with standard errors (SE), lower and upper confidence intervals (CI), Chi-square of predictor (c²) and degrees of freedom (df). Analysis is based on N = 126 daily
dyadic observations of migrants interacting with the peered-at item, on days where peering occurred. The conditional pseudo delta R2 for this model was 0.99. For this analysis only data from the
Suaq population were available.
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FIGURE 4

Migrants interaction rates per dyad with the peered-at item before
and after the peering event at the Suaq population. Each dot
represents the average rate per individual male depending on the
condition (before and after). The median is indicated by the
horizontal line, the upper and lower quartile are depicted by the box
and the minimum and maximum values are shown by the whiskers.
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(conformity) as it is seen in chimpanzees (Whiten et al., 2005) or

vervet monkeys (van de Waal et al., 2013), but instead from direct

competition over scarce resources. This is further supported by our

result that at both sites, no peering was directed at flanged males,

who are known to be less tolerant towards other males, likely

because they compete over ecological resources and access to

females with these males (Utami Atmoko et al., 2009).

It appears that migrants at Tuanan would then choose the

“second best option to learn from”, which are other adults like

unflanged males or local immatures, who themselves (depending on

their age, or the time already spent in the area) may have a

substantial amount of local knowledge (Schuppli et al., 2016a). In

general, immatures and unflanged males are the most sociable age

sex classes in orangutans, which may favor relaxed associations in

closer distance to each other (Mitra Setia et al., 2009). Previous

studies showed that immature orangutans exhibit a growing interest

in and tendency to peer at individuals other than their own mothers

as they become older and more independent (Schuppli et al.,

2016a). Furthermore, learning from immigrant males seems to be

important for the immatures’ skill acquisition, in particular for

immature males (Ehmann et al., 2021). Therefore, unlike for the
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adult females, the benefits of learning from adult males may

outweigh the costs of close associations with these males,

especially for older and male immatures. These mutual benefits of

knowledge exchange between adult males and immatures may

promote close associations and peering between these classes.

These patterns suggest, that in contrast to the established social

learning theories, under conditions like in Tuanan, migrants seem

to be forced to seek information from peering targets, that are

unlikely to possess complete local information: unflanged males,

who originated from different areas and immatures who have not

completed their learning about the local area. This horizontal and

oblique learning thus may bear the risk to obtain incomplete or even

wrong information (Henrich & McElreath, 2003; Laland, 2004).

These findings also demonstrate the males’ selectivity and flexibility

in their peering target choice. Similar flexibility in role model choice

has been found in wild vervet monkeys, were migrants usually

would copy local philopatric females, but do switch to copy

dominant males when these males gain a much higher payoff in

experimental food reward setups as females (Bono et al., 2018). This

mental flexibility is generally already visible in immature

orangutans, who, as they get older, increasingly learn from other

individuals than the own mother (Schuppli et al., 2016c) and show

sex-specific preferences for role models (Ehmann et al., 2021).
4.3 Learning over time

In line with our prediction 3, we found that the migrants

peering rate significantly decreased with increasing time the male

had spent in the study area. Our results show that within the first 6

months after dispersal the migrants peering rates are particularly

high. At this time, they likely still lack the majority of knowledge of

the new area. Our results suggest that the subsequent gradual

learning process can take multiple months, which may partly be

due to the fact, that many food items are not available all year

around. The drop in peering rates suggests that with increasing time

spent in the area, the migrants’ competency on local ecological

increases and thus the need to learn decreases. These findings

parallel how immature orangutans socially learn via peering,

where with increasing age and competence, immature peering

rates gradually decrease (Schuppli et al., 2016c). It has been

estimated that over the course of their lifetime, Bornean and

Sumatran orangutans peer approximately 9,000 and 38,000 times

whereby the majority of all peering happens during immaturity
FIGURE 6

Migrants’ peering rates, as a function of the number of absolute
months spent in the study area until the day of the peering event,
controlled for the time being in association with respective peering
targets. Each dot represents the average rate per individual male per
time point in area. The dashed line depicts the fitted model, with its
confidence limits for the predictors as dotted lines.
TABLE 4 The effect of the interaction between the role models’ age-sex classes and site, on the migrants peering behavior analyzed using a GLMM
with negative binomial family distribution.

Factor Factor type Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI c² df P

Intercept Intercept −6.84 0.37 −7.69 −6.12 − − < 0.001

ClassTarget: Site Predictor − − − − 15.02 2 < 0.001

FAI Control 0.21 0.16 -0.14 0.5 0.58 1 0.45
front
The age-sex classes of the peering targets are: adult females, immatures and unflanged males. Shown are the model estimates, with standard errors (SE), lower and upper confidence intervals (CI),
Chi-square of the interaction (c²) and degrees of freedom (df). Analysis is based on N = 2426 daily dyadic number of observations of migrants associating with peering targets of all age-sex classes,
on days with and without peering, summed up quarterly per year. The conditional pseudo delta R2 for this model was 0.12. Full information on post-hoc test (Tukey pair-wise comparisons) listed
in Supplement A, Table S5.
iersin.org
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(Schuppli and van Schaik, 2019). The results of our study suggest,

that at least for the dispersing males, the “learning window” remains

open over the course of their dispersal and the first years after it.

The fact that in immatures age has a strong effect on peering

rates, raises the question whether age may also affect the peering

rates of the males in this study. Unfortunately, because we do not

know how old the males in our study are (because we have no

information on their lives before their arrival at the study sites), we

cannot test for age effects. However, when the males arrive in our

study areas, their body sizes vary visibly (Schuppli and van

Noordwijk, personal communication), which suggests that the

males are of different ages. After their arrival, peering remains

high for the first 6 months only, but then drops. Furthermore, in

adult females, peering remains at very low levels throughout

adulthood (Schuppli & van Schaik, 2019). Therefore, age effects

alone are unlikely to bring about the peering patterns we found in

the adult males.
5 General discussion

Our study represents a systematic analysis of adult migrant

orangutans’ observational social learning (measured in peering

behavior) from local residents after dispersal. By examining the

actual learning process (rather than focusing on the result of

learning), we were able to identify details on the content and the

role model choice. This stands in contrast to existing studies that

have either focused on single migrants, and single behaviors of

migrants or local conspecifics only, or within conditions that were

altered experimentally. Furthermore, by including data collected

over a study period of 30 years, we were able to track individual

migrants peering behavior as a function of the time they had spent

in the study area. We were thus able to cover the process of

migrants’ social learning, from their inferred arrival, followed by

the chronological changes over time. The results parallel how

immature orangutans socially learn during immaturity, but differ

significantly in those areas (e.g. content and role model choice), that

are specifically important for adult orangutans confronted with a

new ecological environment after dispersal (see further down).

Hence, the flexibility in wild adult orangutans’ social learning

might be key to counterbalance the costs of dispersal and to

successfully adapt to a new habitat.
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6 Conclusions

First: Dispersal seems to be a very disruptive phase for migrant

orangutans. Although when compared to immatures, migrants

show very low peering rates (Schuppli et al., 2016c), our results

show that migrants temporarily resume peering as an observational

form of social learning. Therefore, the existing ecological knowledge

of migrants seems insufficient to thrive in the new habitat without

social learning. Our results support the suggested third phase of

social learning during primate development, which stated that

migrants make use of social learning after dispersal to adapt to

the new habitat (Whiten and van de Waal, 2018).

Second: With this study we add to the growing body of evidence

that peering is a means of observational social learning.

Observational social learning allows migrants to learn relevant

local knowledge safely and efficiently without individual re-

invention while benefitting from already existing knowledge

instead. Not knowing what is edible and what is dangerous entails

substantial risks and can lead to fatalities. Furthermore, individuals

that are in possession of critical ecological information have a

survival advantage (Kurman and Ronen-Eilon, 2004; Marzec, 2020).

Follow-up studies should therefore examine to what extent the

male’s repertoires correlate with their fitness. Ultimately, since large

bodied, long-lived and slow breeders like great apes, are especially

challenged by sudden changes in their environment (next to

dispersal, e.g. also due to habitat loss), relying on social learning

for adaptation might be the most efficient way, since the adaptation

through regular biological evolution would take too long for

individuals to come up with advantageous traits just in time.

Third: In our study we found preliminary evidence that social

tolerance might be the key to allow for relaxed learning situations.

The local females in the less sociable species are known to avoid

long associations with males (Kunz et al., 2021), which may

decrease the migrants’ opportunities to socially learn from them

after arrival. At this point, it is not possible to identify the causes for

this diminished learning opportunities. It is possible that either

females and or males will increasingly grow more intolerant in

times of scarcity and will therefore decrease physical closeness to

each other to avoid direct resource competition by e.g. being in the

same feeding patch. Overall, the successful long-term integration of

a migrant might therefore critically depend on such tolerant ties

with the local females.
TABLE 5 The effect of the time spent in the area on the migrants peering behavior analyzed using a GLMM with Poisson family distribution.

Factor Factor type Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI c² df P

Intercept Intercept −4.9 0.12 −5.1 −4.65 – – < 0.001

PresentMonthInArea Predictor −0.51 0.15 −0.8 −0.24 8.246 1 < 0.001

FAI Control 0.32 0.19 −0.04 0.63 3.576 1 0.087

Site (Tuanan) Control 0.02 0.24 −0.46 0.45 0.009 1 0.922
front
Shown are the model estimates, with standard errors (SE), lower and upper confidence intervals (CI), Chi-square of the predictors (c²) and degrees of freedom (df). Analysis is based on N = 149 daily
dyadic observations of migrants associating with peering targets of all age-sex classes, on days with peering, summed up quarterly per year. The conditional pseudo delta R2 for this model was 0.94.
iersin.org
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Fourth: Being our most distant great ape relative, the study of the

orangutans may reveal shared traits at the very basis of the

Hominidae lineage some 12–14 million years ago (Locke et al.,

2011). The ability for migrants to use observational forms of social

learning after dispersal seems to be the ancestral state of the hominin

lineage. The conditions at the time of this trait’s emergence, must

have selected for migrants that have the general ability to harvest the

benefits of cultural knowledge through social learning from locals, but

avoided the costs through competition in times of food scarcity. In the

course of hominin evolution, this ability then developed further

alongside the different species’ social systems and formed the

respective species’ social learning biases; even eventually into the

two most opposite extremes possibly, as it is seen now in modern-day

chimpanzees vs. bonobos, which split approximately 2 million years

ago (Prüfer et al., 2012). The human journey has always been a matter

of migration and migrants are described to be exceptional people, in

terms of versatility, resilience and adaptivity (Goldin et al., 2011); an

ability we seem to share with our most distant great ape relative.
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